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Trading – THE CROCODILE – FORTUNE IN FLOWERS AND MILK 

Born at Diksmuide, living at Lier and doing business all over the world : dried flowers in 
Brazil, casein plants in Ukraine and Russia, and vacation bungalows in Sri Lanka. Luc 
Pysson, 110 kilograms of Flemish entrepreneurial drive hidden in his company « Jacaré », 
Portuguese for crocodile. 

Kherson, Odessa ( Ukraine ) 

Trading companies in Antwerp, Moscow and Houston, a bungalow park in Colombo  
( Sri Lanka ), a luxury hotel in Egypt, dried flowers in Recife ( Brazil ) and Nelspruit  
( South Africa ), casein plants in Millerovo ( Russia ), and Kherson ( Ukraine ), a printing 
shop in Odessa ( Ukraine ), an import firm of gourmet products in Warsaw  
( Poland ) and plans for an amusement park together with the American park magnate Bob 
Maxwell. The empire of the West Flemish Antwerpener Luc Pysson – the 5 million man, he 
says himself – springs up like a mushroom. From the sixth floor of the Antwerp North Trade 
Building, in the shadow of Flander’s best known cruise organiser, Christian Leysen, Pysson 
is conquering the world. Albeit with less sizzle than some of his close next-door neighbours. 

Pysson, barely 37, with lots of hair below, but hardly any above the nose, is rather shy. So it 
seems. Speeches at official gatherings are a waste to him. He leaves that up to his 
partners, who are always convinced to get into a good business deal every time. Pysson 
seems to let everything slide by him. He nods, laughs, roars with laughter. He is funny 
whenever possible, and of course polite whenever required. As always, his attaché case 
appears at the historical moment ( see Trends of May 28, 1992 ). Pysson seems to drag his 
brains, his business plan, his strategy and his liquidities along with him in that one attaché 
case. As a matter of fact, it is hiding a whole lot more. It holds the work of his 10 associates. 
They act, silently in the background, but extremely professionally. 

No consultants. Every time Pysson goes after another opportunity, it seems as though he 
starts yet another « Spielerei ». The attaché case knows best. Each proposal has been 
expertly checked, double-checked, weighed. Pysson only says « yes » when all the no’s 
have been resolved. When he or his associates do not succeed in doing so, he does not 
hesitate one single moment to retain the services of university professors or their assistants. 
They are usually more competent and at any rate a lot cheaper than the kind of people that 
push themselves as consultants. Behind Luc Pysson’s roguish, well meaning smile hides 
the sharpness of a seasoned business man. Questions about income, profit or cash flows 
are turned down firmly with a smile. During the night ride by train between Odessa and 
Kiev, in the brand new CIS Republic Ukraine, only cowboy stories surface to honor such 
questions. They are about post office boxes on the Isle of Man, corporations in the 
Netherlands and branching out into Curaçao. But no concrete figures. 



« How much do I make ? somewhat more than my wife does. » Pysson roars, so far away 
from home. There, at Lier, Mrs. Pysson, Hilde Van den Bogaert, a teacher, runs the pride of 
the family, Lara, 3 years old, and Lukas, 16 months old. Mr. Pysson manages the family 
business. « I have always known that once I would start up my own business », he 
acknowledges today. « But many say that. » Pysson did it, although it did not look like it for 
a long time. 

 
WOULD BE ENTREPRENEUR. Quite some time ago, the Pysson family moved from 
Diksmuide to Metro Antwerp. Papa Pysson, a trucker, finds work as a warehouse manager 
at Merksem. « Lucske », was educated at the community school of Jonkershove, a hamlet 
of Houthulst, and attends UFSIA, like every young entrepreneur to be. A degree in Applied 
Economic Sciences to him looks to be the guarantee for a carefree future. Profs and 
student Pysson’s way of life decided differently. After a two years’ stint of applied economic 
sciences, the universitary interlude is over. ‘Flunked the second year with flying colours.’ He 
switches from UFSIA to Sint-Eligius and at 22 he can start as bookkeeper. First with 
Maurice Velghe, later with SGS Van Bree and Ahlers. 

‘Every Friday morning at 7 o’clock I saw André Leysen in the elevator. He greeted politely, 
but did not know me. There, I decided that I would start my own business.’ 

 
West Flemish Club. In the early 80’s in order to work off his bookkeeper’s frustrations, 
Pysson starts a club for West Flemish people who have to cope with the chauvinism of the 
‘Sinjoren’. ‘I live and work in Antwerp, but I remain a West Fleming.’ maintains Pysson up 
until today. 

The ‘West Flemish Friends’ – out of which the world famous theater group ‘De Schone 
Slunse’ springs from the Antwerp area – soon becomes a success with displaced West 
Flemish immigrants. ‘At one time we had 2.000 addresses’ Pysson proudly dictates. 

In 1982 some of those displaced persons go on holiday to Recife, Brazil. ‘The men’ can stay 
with an acquaintance, a former director of general of UCB-Pharma. In between lambadas 
they decide to start up a business immediately. They, i.e. Luc Pysson, by now well known to 
you, Luc Kerkhof, presently Belgian Commercial Attaché in Los Angeles, and, Paul Boucké, 
Belgian Commercial Attaché in Bogota. 

The Flemings wanted to export all kinds of leather goods from Brazil to Europe. But nothing 
came ever out of it. However, the company did bring in some cash, albeit more thanks to 
the name chosen rather than to its activities. Some good trade wind – caught up in the 
lobby of an embassy – had prewarned the threesome that Lacoste had plans for the 
Brazilian jungle. Since they wanted to deal in leather goods anyhow, the chose to adopt the 
name Jacaré, a crocodile abundantly present in Recife. The name was patented 



immediately, and what had been planned, happened, Lacoste had to pay it’s name 
companion in order to become active in the Brazilian market.  

‘It covered our director’s and secretary’s salaries for three years’ Pysson roars ten years 
later in Antwerp. But this Jacaré do Brasil has become the key stone of a small world 
empire. When in turned out that Europe was hardly waiting for Brazilian crocodile leather, 
Pysson went into another direction. Today, Jacaré do Brazil, of which Pysson owns 65 %, is 
into exotic fruits and dried flower business. 

The fruit is for Europe, the flowers go almost exclusively to Houston ( USA ). This is handled 
through the Antwerp based Jacare Forwarding and Shipping BVBA ( JFS ), established in 
1984. JFS, with a turnover of BEF 110 million last years, is owned 98 % by Luc Pysson ; the 
remaining two percent are anchored with a very close stock holder friend : Hilde Van den 
Bogaert, his wife. 

What happened to the partners of the early beginnings, the present commercial attachés 
Kerkhof and Boucké ? Well, they have been bought out in 1988. Five years earlier, in 1983, 
they had played a part in establishing the Belgian counterpart of Jacaré do Brasil. Pysson, 
Kerkhof and Boucké invested BEF 100.000 each in Jacaré PVBA, a partnership whose by-
laws explicitly stated that the candidate-partner ‘had to weigh more than 100 kilograms’ in 
order to be admitted. All three founders met this requirement. The purpose of the PVBA was 
also clearly defined : ‘making profit in a pleasant and easy way.’ 

 
RICH ON THE SPOT. ‘We thought to be rich on the spot’ Pysson remembers. It turned out 
differently : after 3 months BEF 263.000 franks were « suppered » away. Literally. ‘Via a 
Turk we tried to sell trucks for a South Korean wharf in Basra. After three months the Iran-
Iraq war started. We had paid for dinners mainly, but had gotten nowhere.’ 

With the remaining capital of BEF 37.000, Pysson decided to play for broke. Up till then he 
had been a moonlighting entrepreneur : now it had become serious business. 

It had been fun with Luc and Paul, time had come that we started making some money.’ 
The PVBA was formed into the above mentioned JFS, and with the Swiss national Anne 
Fanchamps – a lady with Pysson, as happens regularly, had run  
into – the Belgian Jacaré Trading NV is founded. It starts to export dried flowers from the 
Netherlands, Brazil and South Africa to the United States of America. But Fanchamps does 
not trust the American partner and walks out. The house banker of that time, Kredietbank, 
follows suit. Pysson buys out Fanchamps and increases the capital from 4 to 50 million. 
This is only made possible thanks to the participation of a trust on the Isle of Man. The 
majority remains in the hands of Pysson. Two percent in his own name, 50,49 % through 
JFS. In addition to being a foreign freight forwarder and customs broker, Pysson now 
becomes a trader. He appears to have an eye for the dearly sought after discrepancies in 
the market. In December 1985 his impressive figure for the first time appears in the Flemish 



press. Pysson exports ten thousand Christmas trees from the Ardennes to the United 
States. With success. Since they are not sold as ordinary trees, but as ‘Christmas trees 
from the Battle of the Bulge’. It turns out to be a bull’s eye in America’s war memory. 

Since then, the trading and freight forwarding companies have grown into the core of a 
number of companies all over the world. Jacaré Technology Inc. ( 1987 ), with seat in 
Houston, preserves flowers. Apart from import, they are distributed on the US market, both 
via department stores and interior decorators. Since the beginning of this year, Jacaré 
produces cheaper bouquets in Sri Linka, which was done in India earlier. ‘For that 
undertaking we are still looking for a Belgian manager.’ 

The company in Houston, Texas, is run by Yves Cloots, a Belgian who has been in the 
United States for ten years. ‘The turnover does not have to be published there.’ Pysson 
hides. 

TACTICS. It is his regularly used technique to start a business abroad : he and a not a 
Belgian Jacaré company takes a majority in the company, and a resident Belgian  
( West Fleming ? ) runs the company with a minority share. In this way, the profits remain in 
the foreign companies which then have to pay their own way. Turnover and profits are not 
made public to Belgian ‘know it alls’. 

This is also the case with Jacaré Trade Consultants, founded in 1990 and active in the 
South Africa’s Nelspruit. There, natural flowers – ‘all except for proteas’ – are dried and 
exported. The company is – what did you expect – indirectly run by a resident Fleming – an 
immigrated former member of the West Flemish Friends – who absolutely wants to remain 
anonymous. 

The Brazilian, Asian and South-African dried and preserved flowers have given Pysson in 
1991 a turnover of BF 45 million. Also mainly contributed by the American customer. 

South Africa has a great potential, Pysson believes. He plans to start ‘some more projects’ 
there. But Brazil, ‘where everything once started’, remains today an important foothold to 
Jacaré. Apart from the original Jacaré do Brasil, Pysson can, through a minority 
participation ( 5 % ) in Jobrasa, a Brazilian fruit and vegetable processor, get familiar with a 
technology which can easily be used in other countries. ‘We are not so much interested in 
the company, as in its techniques. As a merchant you have to be involved in the production 
process. Otherwise you end up with nothing but two loose ends on the purchasing and 
selling end.’ 

 
NO HOLDING. ‘I do not want to know of one or another vertical holding structure’, Pysson 
defends the almost inextricable ball of jacarettes. 



‘The core of activities is comprised by the working companies Jacaré Trading and Jacaré 
Forwarding and Shipping. We only set up companies abroad when they are really 
necessary. Once they are there, they all need the services of the trader  
( Jacaré Trading ) and of the foreign freight forwarder ( Jacaré Forwarding and Shipping ). 
That makes the circle round : production and distribution are under control. And that is the 
way it should be.’ Besides, Jacaré as a trader and as a foreign freight forwarder begets new 
opportunities through local activities, and through the network of ‘displaced West Flemings’. 

They are looking to furthering close relationship with the absolute world innovator of the 
preserved flower business, Vermont SA, with headquarters in Northern France’s Wormhout, 
just across the Belgian border. Paul Lambert is manager and main shareholder of Vermont 
SA. Precisely : a West Fleming. A real one from Roeselare. 

At present, Lambert and Pysson are working on a mutual project in the United States : 
Vermont Inc. ‘We are the asking party’ Pysson admits, ‘We would like to participate in a 
sales organisation with Vermont. The company owns revolutionary preserving techniques 
for flowers and plants. It can change the look of the market completely. We are looking for 
cross pollination. Preferably in the United States. That is the biggest market for eternized 
and sublimated wonder flowers.’ Pysson is positive about those new technologies. They 
may be usable in his fruit activities. 

 
LIMES AND MANGOES. Jacaré turns out to be the biggest importer of Mexican limes for 
European stomachs. Through the Brazilian contacts he took his chance on that market. 
‘The product knowledge enlarges the purchase and selling powers of a company. The 
Brazilian mango and papaya supplier Cio da Terra and the Mexican lime supplier Diana are 
being assisted in their growing techniques. Each week 7 ton limes from Mexico and each 
year 200 ton papayas and mangoes from Brazil are reaching Paris’ Rungis market. We are 
one of the biggest ones.’ 

In Brazil’s Sao Paulo Pysson will supply the technical management for a brewery of white 
beer. A project which is realised together with former Hoegaarden’s Pierre Celis. For his 
brewery in Houston, Jacaré acted as a contractor. Later on, Celis will be retained to 
modernise the city brewery of Ukraine’s Odessa. 

Indeed, the former East Bloc is now Jacaré’s new pet project. A part of the world he 
discovered through his political contacts’. ( see frame ) 

 
FLEMISH VILLAGE IN WARSAW. Two weeks ago, Pysson took a 50 % participation in 
Jacaré Magna Technology Co., a partnership which by the end of this year has to establish 
a sales and distribution organisation in Poland’s Warsaw. The customers are already there. 
At present, trial shipments are being sent every week to the prestigious Warsaw hotel 
Bristol, which will be opening its doors in November. It is owned by the Forte Group, also 



operating the George V hotel in Paris and the Ritz in Madrid. Nowadays, Pysson has 
contracts of exclusive procurement for the hotels of Bristol, Victoria and Europejski, all 
located in Warszaw. Three of the five best Polish hotels will soon be eating out of Pysson’s 
hand. In Moscow negotiations are in under way to serve western luxury food to well paying 
tourists and businessmen. ‘We bring Canadian lobsters and American sea food on the 
Polish tables. Fresh.’ 

Hans De Belder, president of VDBH ( Flemish Commercial Foreign Services ) is interested 
in the Jacaré’s Polish plans. This has little to do with Canadian lobster and American sea 
food, but all with Pysson’s promise to work in Poland exclusively with Flemish suppliers. 
Jacaré Magna Technology Co. is bringing a ‘Flemish village to Warszaw. And VDBH is 
interested in this premise. For the time being, the name of two suppliers may be disclosed, 
viz. : Pieters ( seafood ) from Zeebrugge and Passendale ( cheese ) from Passendale. Yes, 
that’s right : West Flemings. 

The present Polish activities do not bring in anything, Pysson admits. But he looks at the 
future. ‘It is an activity with no competition at all and it can become livable. Therefore, we 
have to continue.’ 

‘There are many opportunities in the East Bloc countries’ he has decided. ‘I am interested in 
everything. Except for the Baltic States.’ They do not appeal to me. 

Maybe the competition should try out their luck there. 

 
STRONG JOHN 

DOLLARS FROM CASEIN. US$ 40.2 million in a casein plant and another  
6.2 million in ‘regional development’, please read : wine production, sturgeon breeding farm 
( for caviar ) and fast food joints. Luc Pysson invests with his company Jacaré in Ukraine. 
The money has been borrowed. Paris’ Indosuez bank accepts as security three tankers of a 
Norwegian-Liberian ship owner who are being built at Kherson’s shipyard in Ukraine. The 
management there will be in Belgian hands. The machines are partly of Belgian origin. A 
condition necessary to enable working with the Ducroire service. By year’s end the plant 
should be operational, the agreement has been signed in May. 

The interest for Ukraine was raised by Pysson’s brother-in-law Guido Van den Bogaert, now 
President of the Christian Democratic Part ( CVP ) at Lier, and former President of the 
Young Christian Democrats’ League ( CVP-Jongeren ). Through my marriage I got into a 
Christian Democrat family, Pysson laughs. Van den Bogaert returns enthusiastically from a 
political mission to Ukraine at the end of 1989. He gives Pysson the name of his interpreter : 
marketing professor Alexander Kravets, nowadays invariably called ‘prozent tavaritch’ ( 
comrade percentage) by Jacaré’s people.  
Kravets brings Pysson into contact with the Georgian Guivi Kipiani and with the Muscovite 



Oleg Privin ( see cover story of Style Trends this week ). Privin, grandson of the president of 
the Moscow water supply company , a product of nomenclature and Jewish, is, as is 
Kipiani, one of the sponsors of the so-called International Charity and Health Foundation, 
run by Alexander Yakovlev, right hand of Mikhail Gorbachev. The financers of this club 
enjoy tax advantages, easier access to import and export licences, visa and so on. Enough 
reasons to donate a few cents. 

Kipiani proposes Pysson a deal : invest in a factory in the Russia’s Millerovo for the 
production of casein – milk proteins won by drying skimmed milk. Skimmed milk is not drunk 
there, but dumped in the rivers, here casein is used a.o. as binder for yoghurt. And in the 
West there is a demand. In 1991 world-wide 205.000 ton were produced, for this year 
208.000 ton is estimated. The EC is with 105.000 ton the biggest purchaser. But production 
is diminishing here, mainly because European milk subsidies are being phased out. 
Pysson says yes. He hopes to round off the financing for Millerovo, but fails. The machines 
for the Russian casein factory are bought in France, which makes lending possibilities in 
Belgium smaller. At last, Jacaré Trading remains involved in the project, because ‘a trust on 
the Isle of Man’ injects capital, but also takes a lion share out of the profits.’ Pysson can 
obtain an exclusive contract for the sales of casein – and assure a flow of hard currency. 
Millerovo has to start in November. Pysson can sell 2.500 ton during 5 years. A bottom 
price of 1.800 dollar per ton has been put forward. 

Pysson has learner his lesson and is planning for a second casein plant. He succeeds 
through a friend of Alexander Kravets, Alexander Sobin, commercial director of the shipyard 
of Kherson, Ukraine. 

It will be operational by year’s end. Jacaré can sell the casein exclusively during 10 years. 
Jacaré leases the machines, after five years the local Treuhand, the Goskomimuskchesto, 
will determine the value of the company. Then, a joint venture between Flemings and 
Ukrainians can become a reality. In the mean time, an inflation of 2.000 % per year has to 
be faced. 

But the investment agreement was signed in May. Apart from Jacaré, 7 other partners 
participate, among them the local authorities of Kherson, the port city with 400.000 
residents, which was established by Katharina the Great in 1778, and the local shipyard. 
Sobin’s shipyard. Jacaré supplies a Belgian manager – a West Flemish Antwerp Citizen – 
and the machines come mainly from Belgium. Packo Inox from Zedelgem supplies them. 

In the district of Belozersk, the plant wants to produce 2.000 to 2.500 ton of casein annually 
out of 170.000 liter skimmed milk. Pysson is certain that the production of the first three 
years is ‘as good as sold’. 

The name of Ecoval, the company of Piet Van Waeyenberge, is mentioned by Jacaré 
People. The investment, US$ 4.2 million will be recouped after 3.5 years, Pysson hopes. 



The investment is a success, because three Kherson tankers are accepted as security. 
Pysson foresees a return of 33 % on the investment. 

 
HAMBURGER JOINTS. Although this is slightly reduced – with 8 % to 9 % - by the 
investment in regional development. Another two tankers serve as security for an 
investment of US$ 2.9 million spread over the city brewery, the canning operations of 
vegetables and caviar, and the production of mixed vegetables, say pickles. For all these 
projects Pysson wants to start study projects. As the local authorities insist on the 
population getting a better life, so that they can remain in power. To make it look completely 
‘Westernized’, there is going to come a chain of mobile fast food joints. Riding hamburger 
joints, inspired on the french fries booth of Strong John from the cartoon comics of Nero. 
Only : Strong John has to be a Fleming. Interested ? 



 


